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a b s t r a c t
Alkyne bridged porphyrins have been proved very promising sensitizers for dye-sensitized solar cells
(DSSCs) with the highest photo-to-electric conversion efﬁciencies of 11.9% solely and 12.3% co-sensitized
with other sensitizers achieved. Developing better porphyrin sensitizers with wider electronic absorption
spectra to further improve the efﬁciencies of corresponding solar cells is still of great signiﬁcance for the
application of DSSCs. A series of triphenyl zinc porphyrins (ZnTriPP) differing in the nature of a pendant
acceptor group and the conjugated bridge between the porphyrin nucleus and the acceptor unit were modeled and their electronic and spectral properties calculated using density functional theory. As compared
with each other and the experimental results of the compounds used in DSSCs previously, the molecules
with a relatively longer conjugative linker and a strong electron-withdrawing group such as cyanide adjacent to the carboxyl acid group seem to provide wider electronic absorption spectra and higher photo-toelectric conversion efﬁciencies. The dye candidates ZnTriPPE, ZnTriPPM, ZnTriPPQ, ZnTriPPR and ZnTriPPS
designed in the current work were found promising to provide comparable photo-to-electric conversion
efﬁciencies to the record 11.9% of the alkyne bridged porphyrin sensitizer YD2-o-C8 reported previously.
Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) have attracted much attention as a highly promising alternative to the conventional
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photovoltaic devices based on silicon [1–5]. In nanocrystalline
TiO2 solar cells, porphyrin sensitizers have drawn great interest
due to their modest cost, easy synthesis and modiﬁcation, large
molar absorption coefﬁcient and satisfactory stability [6,7]. Campbell and his coworkers obtained the photo-to-electric power conversion efﬁciency 7.1% for b-substituted porphyrin sensitized
solar cells in 2007 [8]. The efﬁciency 11% for YD2 sensitized solar
cells have been obtained by Bessho and his coworkers [9]. Yella
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et al. have reported the compound YD2-o-C8, which leads to power
conversion efﬁciencies of 11.9% for solely porphyrin-sensitized solar cells and 12.3% co-sensitized with an organic dye Y123 under
simulated air mass 1.5 global sunlight [10]. This is the highest efﬁciency for porphyrin-sensitized solar cells till now to the best of
our knowledge.
Most of the efﬁcient porphyrin sensitizers have the porphyrin
nucleus with peripheral electron donating groups as donors and
the conjugate linkers with the terminal carboxyl acid anchoring
group as acceptors. To investigate the relationship between the
properties of porphyrin sensitizers and the performance of corresponding solar cell devices, series of novel porphyrin sensitizers
were synthesized and calculated with the density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)
calculations [8,11–14] by D. Ofﬁcer and his collaborators. Conversion efﬁciency of 5.6% and 7.1% were obtained for Zn-3 [11] and
the compound 2 [8]. Theoretical design and screening of promising
porphyrin sensitizers with anticipated good photo-to-electric
conversion performances were also reported by our group
[15–17]. However, these molecules are connected with the vinyl
bridged linkers at the b-pyrrolic position of the porphyrin ring.
When these molecules are further linked with other conjugate
groups at the porphyrin donor moieties, the planar structures
may distort, and the area occupied by the sensitizer on the surface
of TiO2 may increase due to the angle orientation between the
acceptor and the donor porphyrin macrocycle. This may decrease
the dye loading on the nanocrystalline TiO2 and thus lower the
conversion efﬁciency. With the research in porphyrin-based donor–acceptor sensitizers, alkyne bridged linker has been shown
to allow efﬁcient planar conjugation and strong electronic interaction between porphyrin donors and the acceptors [18–22].
The study of ethynyl-porphyrins originated with the work of Arnold, who synthesized nickel porphyrins with ethynyl groups at
the meso-positions [23,24]. Further works were reported by the
group of Hevesi [25], who synthesized tetralkynyl-substituted porphyrins, ethynyl or butadiynyl linked multiporphyrin arrays. These
molecules were characterized by the groups of Arnold [26–31],
Anderson [32–35], and Therien [36,37]. Diau et al. reported that
a compound 5 with substituents connected to the meso-position
through alkynyl linker show an overall power conversion efﬁciency
up to 6.0% in 2009 [38]. Bessho et al. reported the achievement of
11% photo-to-electric power conversion efﬁciency under standard
(AM 1.5G, 100 mW cm 2 intensity) conditions by using a
judiciously tailored porphyrin dye YD-2 [9]. Yella et al. have
obtained the highest power conversion efﬁciency 11.9% to date
using the YD2-o-C8 sensitizer and 12.3% co-sensitized with an
organic dye Y123 [10]. The general features of alkyne bridged porphyrins are summarized as follows: (i) signiﬁcantly red-shifted
absorption spectra, (ii) intensiﬁed Q-bands relative to the Soret
bands, and (iii) less negative reduction potentials [39].
Although the photo-to-electric power conversion efﬁciency as
high as 12.3% has been obtained, it is still not high enough for
the application purpose. Further improvement of the sensitizers
to get higher efﬁciencies is still of great signiﬁcance. Considering
the great input for syntheses and screening of large quantity of novel sensitizer candidates experimentally, the theoretical design
and screening would be much more cost-effective and high
efﬁcient.
Porphyrins with alkyne bridged linkers are designed in the current work as shown in Fig. 1. Triphenyl zinc porphyrin (ZnTriPP)
moiety is considered as the donor and the long alkyne bridged linkers with the terminal carboxyl acid groups are considered as the
acceptor. The dangling bonds of both the donors and the acceptors
have been saturated with H atoms during the calculations. The
orbital energy levels of twenty acceptors A–T were calculated
and compared with the donor ZnTriPP at the density functional
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Fig. 1. Structures of the donor ZnTriPP (R = hydrogen), acceptors A–I and porphyrin
sensitizers.

B3LYP/LANL2DZ level approximation using the Gaussian09 program [40]. Some promising combinations of donors and acceptors
were selected. After the initial calculations of the separated donor
and acceptor moieties, the promising combinations screened were
then calculated by means of the DFT/TDDFT method in THF solvent. Some candidates were found promising to provide comparable photo-to-electric conversion efﬁciencies to the record
efﬁciency of 11.9% of the compound YD2-o-C8 reported previously.
Computational methods
Triphenyl zinc porphyrin donor together with twenty alkyne
bridged acceptor moieties A-T were calculated at density functional B3LYP level approximation using the LANL2DZ basis set for
both geometry optimizations and frequency calculations. No imaginary frequency was found, which indicates that the optimized
geometries are in the global energy minima. The orbital energy levels of the donor and the acceptors were compared to screen appropriate donor–acceptor pairs for further design of zinc porphyrin
sensitizer candidates.
After the initial screening of the separated donor and acceptor
moieties, the promising donor–acceptor combinations were also
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calculated by means of the density functional B3LYP method using
the LANL2DZ basis set. The electronic absorption spectra of the selected zinc porphyrins in THF solvent were calculated and simulated with the TDDFT method at the same level using nonequilibrated solvent conditions with a PCM model. Forty states of
each compound were considered in the TDDFT calculations. The
compound 5 [38], YD-2[9], and YD2-o-C8 [10] were also calculated
as references. Although the B3LYP functional sometimes overestimate the exact wavelength of the excited states, the relative positions of the absorption bands for the candidates to the reference
compounds calculated using the same method are still valuable.
All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian09 program
[40] on the TS850 system in the Shandong Province High Performance Computer Center.

Results and discussion
Molecular orbital energy levels of the donor ZnTriPP and the acceptor
moieties
The LUMO and HOMO orbital energy graphs of ZnTriPP together
with twenty acceptor moieties A–T are shown in Fig. 2. The molecular orbital energy levels of the donor and the acceptors are lined
from high to low according to the LUMOs, which displays clearly
the relationship between the molecular orbital energy levels of
the donor ZnTriPP and the acceptors. The LUMO energy levels of
the acceptors A and F are higher while the others are lower than
that of the ZnTriPP. All the HOMO energy levels of the acceptors
are lower than that of the donor ZnTriPP.
The typical porphyrin sensitizers used in DSSCs mostly have the
porphyrin moieties as donors and the carboxyl-containing groups
as acceptors, which anchor the dyes onto the TiO2 surface [41].
The charge transfer orientation is associated with the difference
between the HOMO of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor,
which is an important factor that affects the electron injection efﬁciency. The donor should have higher HOMO and LUMO energy
levels compared to those of the acceptor. The donor–acceptor sensitizers would have the HOMO mainly localized at the donor part
and the LUMO at the acceptor part when the difference between
LUMOdonor and LUMOacceptor is positive [42], which is indicative
of an effective charge-separated state. When the donor absorbs a
photon with enough energy, it would inject an electron into the
LUMO of the acceptor, which then injects it into the conduction
band (CB) of TiO2. The HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the composite molecule thus depend on the HOMO and the LUMO energy
levels of the donor and the acceptor moieties.

Since LUMOdonor–LUMOacceptor difference ranging from 0.10 to
0.20 eV was considered sufﬁcient for charge transport [42], it is
thus easy to pick up the appropriate donor–acceptor combinations.
As shown in Fig. 2 and Table 1, the LUMO energy level of the donor
ZnTriPP is higher than those of the acceptors B, C, D, E, G, H, I, J, K, L,
M, N, O, P, Q, R, S and T. These acceptors and the donor ZnTriPP may
thus form good donor–acceptor combinations. The acceptor F,
which is used in YD2 and YD2-o-C8, has higher LUMO level than
that of ZnTriPP. The combinations with the acceptor F are also selected for comparison.
Electronic structures of the selected zinc porphyrin sensitizer
candidates
As described above, the structures of ZnTriPP and the selected
donor–acceptor zinc porphyrin combinations were investigated
at the density functional B3LYP level using the LANL2DZ basis set
for both geometry optimizations and frequency calculations. There
is no imaginary vibration predicted in the frequency calculations,
indicating that the energy minimum structures of all the selected
zinc porphyrins are true energy minima. Mizuseki et al. [43] suggested that the charge transport was also related to the spatial distributions and the compositions of the frontier molecular orbitals.
To get more information about these molecules, the compositions
and spatial distributions of the HOMO and LUMO for ZnTriPP and
the donor–acceptor zinc porphyrins selected were calculated. In
addition, the alkyne bridged porphyrins compound 5 [38], YD-2
[9] and YD2-o-C8 [10] reported previously were also calculated
as references. The relative positions of the conduction band of
TiO2, the redox potentials of the I /I3 [5] and Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl)tetracyanoborate [10] mediators are also shown for
comparison.
According to previous theoretical works [15–17,42], the one
with narrower HOMO–LUMO gap among similar sensitizers tends
to show higher photo-to-electric conversion efﬁciency. ZnTMPPI,
which has HOMO–LUMO gap of 2.288 eV, showed a photo-to-electric conversion efﬁciency of 7.1% [8,15–17]. The HOMO–LUMO
gaps are calculated to be 2.134 eV for YD-2 and 2.152 eV for
YD2-o-C8, which are both smaller than that of ZnTMPPI. YD2 and
YD2-o-C8 both have higher photo-to-electric conversion efﬁciencies than that of ZnTMPPI, which also follows the trend summarized previously.

Table 1
LUMO and HOMO energy levels of the donor ZnTriPP and
the acceptors (A–I).
Molecule

Fig. 2. Orbital energy levels of the donor ZnTriPP and the acceptors A–I.

A
F
ZnTriPP
K
G
B
N
H
O
P
I
Q
L
C
T
J
M
D
R
S
E

eLUMO
2.161
2.270
2.409
2.495
2.544
2.598
2.604
2.613
2.803
8.815
2.843
2.947
2.922
3.237
3.257
3.220
3.256
3.421
3.381
3.435
3.470

eHOMO
8.257
6.996
5.188
6.440
7.204
7.453
6.874
6.606
6.384
6.451
6.777
6.126
6.360
7.622
6.720
6.970
6.540
7.881
6.784
6.412
7.187
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YD-2 has smaller HOMO–LUMO gap than that of YD2-o-C8,
however, controversially higher photo-to-electric conversion efﬁciency is reported for the later. This may be attributed to the different redox mediators used. I3 /I redox mediator was used for YD-2
in the report of the 11% efﬁciency [9], while Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl)
redox mediator was used for YD2-o-C8 in the report of the 11.9%
efﬁciency [10]. Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl) redox mediator has much
lower redox potential than the I3 /I- redox mediator, which leads
to larger open circuit voltage Voc and higher photo-to-electric conversion efﬁciency g. As measured in I3 /I redox mediator electrolytes AY2 and Z959, YD2-o-C8 showed only 7.6% and 9.4%
efﬁciencies, which are lower than that of YD2 [10]. Someone may
argue that why YD2 cannot show higher efﬁciency than that of
YD2-o-C8 using the Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl) redox mediator. This
may be attributed to the Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl) redox mediator electrolyte having not been optimized sufﬁciently for YD2. The bulky
meso-substituent of YD2-o-C8 is helpful to suppress the electron
recombination between TiO2 and the redox mediator, which leads
to larger Voc and Jsc. YD2 does not have such structure, thus further
interface modiﬁcation additive is needed. With further optimization of the electrolyte, YD2 is still possible to provide higher efﬁciency than that of YD2-o-C8. The trend summarized previously
is thus still effective for such kind of sensitizers.

to the longer conjugated chain. ZnTriPPD has an additional cyanide
group and thus lower HOMO and LUMO as well as smaller energy
gap than those of ZnTriPPB. ZnTriPPC has one more carboxylic acid
group and thus lower HOMO and LUMO as well as smaller energy
gap than those of ZnTriPPB, but has larger HOMO–LUMO energy
gap than those of ZnTriPPD with a cyanide group instead. ZnTriPPE
contains an electron-withdrawing cyanide group adjacent to the
carboxylic acid group and a longer conjugated chain, which has
the lowest LUMO and the smallest energy gap among the chain
acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives. This shows that the electron-withdrawing cyanide group adjacent to the carboxylic acid
group and the long conjugated chain play important roles in tuning
the molecular orbital energy levels of the sensitizer candidates.
The orbital spatial distributions of HOMO and LUMO for ZnTriPP
and the chain acceptor linker zinc porphyrin derivatives are shown
in the Supporting information Figure S2. It is observed that the
HOMO and LUMO of ZnTriPP both localize at the central porphyrin
ring, which is not good to form the electron-separated state. The
HOMO of all the molecules are mainly localized at the central porphyrin ring, and the LUMO of ZnTriPPA are localized at the acceptor
A partially. The LUMO of ZnTriPPB, ZnTriPPC and ZnTriPPD, especially of ZnTriPPE, are much more localized at the acceptors, which
corresponds well with the molecular orbital requirements for
charge separation.
The compositions of the LUMO and HOMO for ZnTriPP and all
the chain acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives are shown in Table
2. The contributions of the acceptors of the compound 5 and YD2 to the LUMO are far less than those of the acceptors B, C, D and
E. Although the contribution of the acceptor B is a little less than
that of the compound YD2-o-C8, the contributions of the acceptors
C, D and E are much more than the compound YD2-o-C8. The
HOMO of ZnTriPPB is mainly composed of ZnTriPP, while for the
LUMO the contribution of B is signiﬁcantly increased. ZnTriPPC
and ZnTriPPD follow the same trend. As for ZnTriPPE, the HOMO
is also mainly composed of ZnTriPP. But for the LUMO the contribution of the acceptor E is increased to more than 50%, which corresponds well with the anticipation from the analysis of the
separated donor and acceptor moieties. It is worth noting that
although the acceptor E to the LUMO of the molecule is much more
than the acceptor D, the contributions of the carboxylic acid group
and the cyanide groups are decreased. It may be caused by the too
long conjugated chain. It is noted that the electron transition from
the donor to the acceptor may occur in the molecule ZnTriPPA,
however, it is not so effective to form the electron-separated state
as compared to the other molecules.

Electronic structures of the chain acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives
The molecular orbital energy level graphs from LUMO + 3 to
HOMO 5 of ZnTriPP and the chain acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives as well as the compound YD-2, YD2-o-C8 and the compound
5 are shown in the Supporting information Figure S1 and the data
of HOMO, LUMO and HOMO–LUMO gaps are listed in Table S1.
The LUMO levels of the chain acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer
candidates are all higher than the conduction band of TiO2, showing that the photo-excited electrons may be injected into the conduction band of TiO2 effectively from these sensitizer candidates.
The HOMO levels of the sensitizer candidates are all lower than
the redox potentials of the I-/I3 and the Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl) mediators, showing that both redox mediators can regenerate the oxidized sensitizer candidates.
The energy gap between HOMO and LUMO is 2.779 eV for
ZnTriPP, which is higher than those of the other molecules. The
HOMO and LUMO energy levels for ZnTriPP are located at 5.118
and 2.409 eV, respectively, which are also higher than those of
the other molecules. Among all the chain acceptor porphyrin derivatives, the smallest energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO is
2.103 eV for ZnTriPPE, which is smaller than 2.134 eV of YD-2,
2.152 eV of YD2-o-C8 and 2.135 eV of the compound 5. ZnTriPPE
is thus promising to provide comparable efﬁciency to those of
YD2 and YD2-o-C8.
All the chain acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives have the same
donor ZnTriPP but different acceptors. ZnTriPPB has lower HOMO
and LUMO and smaller energy gap than those of ZnTriPPA owing

Electronic structures of the phenyl acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer
derivatives
Similarly, the molecular orbital energy level graphs from
LUMO + 3 to HOMO 5 of the donor–acceptor combinations of
ZnTriPPF and the selected phenyl acceptor zinc porphyrin sensi-

Table 2
Molecular orbital compositions of ZnTriPP and chain acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives.
Molecule

5
YD-2
YD2-o-C8
ZnTriPP
ZnTriPPA
ZnTriPPB
ZnTriPPC
ZnTriPPD
ZnTriPPE

HOMO

LUMO

Metal

Acceptor

COOH

CN

Metal

Acceptor

COOH

CN

0.34
0.33
0.31
0.75
0.63
0.63
0.59
0.59
0.58

5.77
5.55
4.61
–
10.20
15.99
17.43
18.43
22.60

0.37
0.35
0.30
–
3.02
2.21
3.51
2.26
1.72

–

0.11
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.14
0.13
0.15
0.16
0.13

21.39
21.33
26.40
–
15.70
25.74
37.25
41.91
52.48

3.75
3.73
5.01
–
6.93
6.39
9.30
7.00
6.59

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
1.85
1.41

–
–
2.89
2.61
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Table 3
Molecular orbital compositions of ZnTriPPF and the selected phene acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer candidates.
Molecule

ZnTriPPF
ZnTriPPG
ZnTriPPH
ZnTriPPI
ZnTriPPJ
ZnTriPPK
ZnTriPPL
ZnTriPPM

HOMO

LUMO

Metal

Acceptor

COOH

CN

Metal

Acceptor

COOH

CN

0.65
0.64
0.61
0.63
0.62
0.61
0.59
0.59

16.04
15.18
21.74
18.14
17.87
22.82
24.52
23.77

0.94
0.76
0.55
0.91
0.63
0.78
0.76
0.52

–

0.11
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.11
0.09
0.08

21.98
28.06
34.25
47.20
62.27
30.96
54.74
69.89

3.80
4.89
3.51
8.38
7.51
3.54
7.82
7.07

–

tizer candidates are shown in the Supporting information Figure
S3. Corresponding data of HOMO, LUMO and HOMO–LUMO gaps
are listed in Table S2.
The LUMO levels of the phenyl acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer candidates are all higher than the conduction band of TiO2,
showing that the photo-excited electrons may be injected into
the conduction band of TiO2 effectively from these sensitizer candidates. The HOMO levels of the sensitizer candidates are all lower
than the redox potentials of the I-/I3- and Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl)
mediators, showing that both redox mediators can regenerate the
oxidized sensitizer candidates.
All the HOMO–LUMO energy gaps for the phenyl acceptor zinc
porphyrin derivatives are far smaller than the donor ZnTriPP. The
HOMO-LOMO energy gap of ZnTriPPF is much larger than the other
phenyl acceptor derivatives, showing that the other acceptors are
better than the acceptor F from the energy level point. It is worth
noting that the HOMO–LUMO energy gap is 2.058 eV for ZnTriPPM,
which is also smaller than 2.134 eV of YD-2, 2.152 eV of YD2-o-C8
and 2.135 eV of the compound 5. ZnTriPPM is thus also promising
to provide comparable efﬁciency to those of YD2 and YD2-o-C8.
The compound ZnTriPPG with two carboxylic acid groups has
lower HOMO, LUMO energy levels and smaller HOMO–LUMO energy gap than those of ZnTriPPF with one carboxylic acid group.
The HOMO–LUMO energy gap 2.058 eV of ZnTriPPM is 0.347 eV
smaller than 2.405 eV of ZnTriPPF due to its longer conjugated
chain and an electron-withdrawing cyanide group at the acceptor
part. ZnTriPPH contains one more carboxylic acid group and a longer conjugated chain as compared with ZnTriPPF, which has higher
HOMO, lower LUMO, and smaller energy gap than those of
ZnTriPPF. The compound ZnTriPPJ with a cyanide group at the terminal of the acceptor J has lower HOMO, LUMO energy levels and
smaller energy gap than those of ZnTriPPI. ZnTriPPL has also lower
HOMO, LUMO energy levels and smaller energy gap than those of
ZnTriPPI owing to the longer conjugated chain. ZnTriPPM contains
an electron-withdrawing cyanide group at the terminal of the
acceptor M and a longer conjugated chain, which has the lowest
LUMO and the smallest energy gap among the phenyl acceptor zinc
porphyrin sensitizers. All these observations also show that an
electron-withdrawing cyanide group at the terminal of the acceptor and a longer conjugated chain play important roles in tuning
the properties of the sensitizer candidates.
The orbital spatial distributions of HOMO and LUMO for the
phenyl acceptor zinc porphyrins selected are shown in the Supporting information Figure S4. The HOMO of the phenyl acceptor
zinc porphyrin selected are mainly localized at the central porphyrin ring while the LUMO are much more localized at the carboxylic
acid group containing acceptors, which indicates good electronseparated states. This also corresponds well with the molecular
orbital requirements for charge separation.
The compositions of the HOMO and LUMO for the phenyl acceptor zinc porphyrins selected are shown in Table 3. The HOMO of
ZnTriPPF mainly composed of ZnTriPP, and LUMO is partially com-

–
–
0.52
–
0.42

–
–
3.34
–
–
3.22

posed of the acceptor F. The HOMOs of the other phenyl acceptor
zinc porphyrin sensitizers are mainly composed of ZnTriPP, while
the contributions of the acceptors to the LUMO are signiﬁcantly increased. As for ZnTriPPJ and ZnTriPPM, the contributions of the
acceptors J and M to the LUMO have reached more than 60%. The
HOMO mainly composed of the donor ZnTriPP and the LUMO of
the acceptor moieties for the selected phenyl acceptor zinc porphyrins, which also corresponds well with the anticipation from the
analysis of the separated donor and acceptor moieties.

Electronic structures of the thiophene acceptor zinc porphyrin
sensitizer candidates
The energy levels of the molecular orbital from HOMO 5 to
LUMO + 3 of the thiophene acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizers
are shown in the Supporting information Figure S5. Corresponding
data of HOMO, LUMO and HOMO–LUMO gaps are listed in Table
S3.
The LUMO levels of the thiophene acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer candidates are also all higher than the conduction band of
TiO2, showing that the photo-excited electrons may be injected
into the conduction band of TiO2 effectively from these sensitizer
candidates. The HOMO levels of the sensitizer candidates are all
lower than the redox potentials of the I-/I3- and Co(II/III)tris(bipyridyl) mediators, showing that both redox mediators can regenerate
the oxidized sensitizer candidates.
In general, these sensitizer candidates show smaller HOMO–
LUMO energy gaps than those of the chain and phenyl acceptor
sensitizer candidates, in which compounds ZnTriPPQ, ZnTriPPR
and ZnTriPPS all have smaller HOMO–LUMO energy gaps than
2.135 eV of the compound 5, 2.152 eV of YD2-o-C8 and 2.134 eV
of YD-2. ZnTriPPQ, ZnTriPPR and ZnTriPPS are thus also promising
to provide comparable efﬁciency to those of YD2 and YD2-o-C8.
ZnTriPPO has smaller HOMO–LUMO energy gap than that of
ZnTriPPP. When ZnTriPPO was adsorbed to the semiconductor
TiO2, however, it may have steric hindrance duing to the thiophene
ring adjacent to the carboxylic acid group. ZnTriPPQ and ZnTriPPS
contain longer conjugated chain as compared with ZnTriPPP and
ZnTriPPR, respectively, which have higher HOMO, lower LUMO
and smaller energy gaps than those of ZnTriPPP and ZnTriPPR.
ZnTriPPR has an electron-withdrawing cyanide group at the terminal point, which has lower HOMO and LUMO as well as smaller
HOMO–LUMO energy gap than ZnTriPPT. This also shows that
the electron-withdrawing cyanide group at the terminal point of
the acceptor and the longer conjugated chain play important roles
in tuning the properties of the sensitizer candidates.
The orbital spatial distributions of HOMO and LUMO of the thiophene acceptor zinc porphyrins selected are shown in the Supporting information Figure S6. The HOMOs of the zinc porphyrins
selected are mainly localized at the central porphyrin ring and
the LUMO are much more localized at the carboxylic acid group
containing acceptors, which also indicates good electron-separated
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Table 4
Molecular orbital compositions of thiophene acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer candidates.
Molecule

ZnTriPPN
ZnTriPPO
ZnTriPPP
ZnTriPPQ
ZnTriPPR
ZnTriPPS
ZnTriPPT

HOMO

LUMO

Metal

Acceptor

COOH

CN

Metal

Acceptor

COOH

CN

0.61
0.58
0.59
0.56
0.58
0.55
0.58

20.25
26.10
25.14
30.11
24.14
28.87
24.55

1.64
1.36
1.26
1.03
1.16
0.96
1.91

–
–
–
–
1.07
0.86
–

0.15
0.11
0.11
0.09
0.10
0.08
0.10

30.51
43.47
40.32
53.37
62.38
72.87
53.28

5.39
5.79
4.82
5.15
6.12
6.16
8.17

–
–
–
–
2.98
2.99
–

states. This corresponds well with the molecular orbital requirements for charge separation.
The compositions of the HOMO and LUMO for the thiophene
acceptor zinc porphyrins selected are shown in Table 4. The HOMO
of the calculated thiophene acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer candidates are mainly composed of ZnTriPP, while for the LUMO the
contributions of the acceptors are signiﬁcantly increased. As for
ZnTriPPR and ZnTriPPS, the contributions of the acceptors R and
S to the LUMO have also reached more than 60%. This corresponds
well with the anticipation from the analysis of the separated donor
and acceptor moieties.
Electronic absorption spectra of the selected zinc porphyrin sensitizer
candidates
The calculated wavelengths, oscillator strengths, transition
energies, and molecular orbital excitations for the most relevant
electron transitions of the electronic absorption bands of ZnTriPP
and the selected zinc porphyrin candidates as well as the compound 5, YD-2 and YD2-o-C8 were obtained through TDDFT calculations in tetrahydrofuran (THF). The electronic spectra are
simulated by ﬁtting to the Lorentzian line shape with a half-width
at half-maximum of 12 nm. The UV–vis spectra simulated are
shown in Figs. 3–5, and the most representative calculated wavelengths and electron transitions are collected in the Supporting
information Tables S4–S6.

Fig. 4. Electronic absorption spectra of the phenyl acceptor zinc porphyrin
sensitizer candidates.

Electronic absorption spectra of the chain acceptor zinc porphyrin
derivatives
The electronic absorption spectra of the chain acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives as well as the compound 5, YD-2 and YD2-o-C8

Fig. 5. Electronic absorption spectra of the thiophene acceptor zinc porphyrin
sensitizer candidates.

Fig. 3. Electronic absorption spectra of ZnTriPP, the reference compounds and the
chain acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives.

simulated in THF are shown in Fig. 3. The most representative calculated wavelengths and optical transitions are collected in Table
S4. These chain acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives show a series
of bands between 300 and 450 nm due to the conjugated macrocycle. Compounds ZnTriPP and ZnTriPPA only have a strong absorp-
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tion at the Soret band. However, compounds ZnTriPPB, ZnTriPPC,
ZnTriPPD as well as ZnTriPPE all have much wider absorption
bands at the Soret band region and more absorption bands at the
longer wavelength side. In particular, the absorption at 675 nm
belonging to the HOMO to LUMO (69%) transition of ZnTriPPE is
red-shifted with respect to the other chain acceptor zinc porphyrin
derivatives and very close to the absorption bands of YD-2, YD-2-oC8 and the compound 5. All of these features in the electronic
absorption spectra correspond well with the calculated orbital energy levels of the chain acceptor zinc porphyrin derivatives in Table S1.

Electronic absorption spectra of the phenyl acceptor zinc porphyrin
sensitizer candidates
Electronic absorption spectra of the phenyl acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer candidates simulated in THF are shown in
Fig. 4, and the most representative calculated wavelengths and
optical transitions are collected in Table S5. For ZnTriPPM, the
absorptions are red-shifted than the other phenyl acceptor zinc
porphyrin derivatives and very close to the compound YD2-o-C8
due to its smaller energy gap. Their primary absorptions centralize
at 350–500 nm, while ZnTriPPM, which has longer conjugated
chain and an electron-withdrawing cyanide group at the terminal
point, has a stronger absorption at 670 nm being assigned to the
electron transition from HOMO to LUMO (70%). The absorptions
of these compounds bathochromic shift from ZnTriPPI to ZnTriPPM
gradually. This corresponds well with the calculated orbital energy
levels for these porphyrin derivatives listed in Table S2.

Electronic absorption spectra of the thiophene acceptor zinc porphyrin
sensitizer candidates
The electronic absorption spectra of the thiophene acceptor zinc
porphyrin sensitizer candidates simulated in THF are shown in
Fig. 5. The most representative calculated wavelengths and optical
transitions are collected in Table S6. Similarly, these thiophene
acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer candidates show intense
absorptions in the simulated electronic absorption spectra in the
region of 250–550 nm and all have stronger absorptions between
600 and 800 nm, which indicates possibility of wide range absorption in the solar spectrum and high photo-to-electric conversion
efﬁciency. ZnTriPPR and ZnTriPPS all have stronger absorptions at
699 and 744 nm, respectively, which are dominated by the same
transition from HOMO to LUMO. The absorptions of these compounds bathochromic shift from ZnTriPPN to ZnTriPPS gradually,
namely ZnTriPPS (744 nm) > ZnTriPPR (699 nm) > ZnTriPPQ
(679 nm) > ZnTriPPT (676 nm) > ZnTriPPO (652 nm) > ZnTriPPP
(645 nm) > ZnTriPPN (623 nm). This corresponds well with the calculated energy gaps in Table S3, in which the energy gap order is
ZnTriPPN
(2.320 eV) > ZnTriPPP
(2.232 eV) > ZnTriPPO
(2.195 eV) > ZnTriPPT (2.155 eV) > ZnTriPPQ (2.105 eV) > ZnTriPPR
(2.076 eV) > ZnTriPPS (1.940 eV).
From the discussions above, the thiophene acceptor zinc porphyrin sensitizer candidates have smaller HOMO–LUMO energy
gaps as well as wider and stronger absorption bands than the other
two groups of candidates. Although YD-2 has weaker absorption
band at 718 nm and YD2-o-C8 has weaker absorption band at
712 nm which are bathochromic shifted than all these sensitizer
candidates except ZnTriPPS, they only have single narrow absorption bands at the Soret band region. Considering the HOMO–LUMO
energy gaps simultaneously, zinc porphyrin sensitizer candidates
ZnTriPPE, ZnTriPPM, ZnTriPPQ, ZnTriPPR and ZnTriPPS all have
smaller HOMO–LUMO energy gaps than YD2-o-C8 and YD-2. These
ﬁve candidates seem promising to provide comparable conversion
efﬁciencies to 11% of YD-2 and 11.9% of YD2-o-C8.

Conclusions
The orbital energy levels of the donor ZnTriPP and twenty
alkyne bridged acceptors A-T were calculated and compared with
each other through density functional B3LYP/LANL2DZ method
using the Gaussian09 program. After the initial screening of the
separated donor and acceptor moieties, the appropriate donor–
acceptor combinations were also calculated using density functional B3LYP/LANL2DZ method. The results show that the
HOMO–LUMO energy gaps of ZnTriPPE, ZnTriPPM, ZnTriPPQ,
ZnTriPPR and ZnTriPPS are all smaller than those of YD-2 and
YD2-o-C8, in which the candidate ZnTriPPS has the smallest energy
gap 1.940 eV among all these derivatives. Simultaneously, all of
these ﬁve sensitizer candidates have wider and stronger absorption bands in the simulated electronic absorption spectra, indicating that comparable efﬁciency to 11.9% may be obtained with
these novel alkyne bridged zinc porphyrin derivatives. The results
also show that a relatively longer conjugated chain with the electron-withdrawing cyanide group adjacent to the terminal carboxylic acid group plays an important role in tuning the properties
of the sensitizer candidates.
This work is valuable not only for the theoretical chemists who
work on the structure–property relationship between the sensitizers and corresponding solar cells, but also for the experimental
chemists who work on developing novel sensitizers with higher
energy conversion performances. Although illustrative discussions
and predictions are provided in the context, the authors still insist
that they should only be considered as qualitative rather than
quantitative proof in further sensitizer design because of the limited accuracy of the calculation methods available for such large
molecules.
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